
Key Changelog statement Component/s

Bug QDC-1192
Characteristic change no longer matched previous 

versions. -Error fixed-
O-QIS, procella

Bug QDC-1088
A test plan can be loaded even if a repeat measurement 

is active. - Fixed bug -
O-QIS, procella

Bug QDC-1083
The additional data is also automatically incremented 

when the measurement is repeated. - Fixed bug -
O-QIS, procella

Bug QDC-1051
Check sequence in procella no longer matched the 

previous Q-DAS versions after the update. -Error fixed-
O-QIS, procella

Bug QDC-990

The graphic “Individual values measurement process” 

does not show the values correctly for a VDA5 in 3rd. 

Edition. The header was wrong, and the first values are 

just repeated. -Error fixed- 

solara

Bug QDC-916

In the event of an error code during evaluation, the long 

text of output points (here 7448) was not output. -Error 

fixed-

Q-FD, solara

Bug QDC-878

Despite mandatory input, the alarm dialogue can be 

closed with "X" as soon as entries are stored. -Error 

fixed- 

O-QIS, procella

Bug QDC-864 Various fixes for dynamic sampling in procella. O-QIS, procella

Bug QDC-857
The "Control Centre" in MCA/CMM Reporting was not 

usable if the database was on MS SQL. -Error fixed- 
O-QIS

Bug QDC-805

 	Incorrect text when using the "Classified Input" 

graphic if the "Show classes for values outside the class 

limits" graphic option is active. -Error fixed- 

O-QIS, procella

Bug QDC-739
"Invalid Pointer" message when filtering for the gage 

number in the value chart. -Error fixed- 
qs-STAT

Bug QDC-640

The options to confirm all open measurements of the 

current part in MCA/CMM Reporting was without 

function. -Error fixed-

O-QIS

Bug QDC-575
Default Filter by characteristic properties does not apply 

in the graphic within the Summary/input. -Error fixed-
procella

Bug QDC-538

Processing a complete subgroup in MCA/CMM 

Reporting took much longer than confirming the single 

measurements. -Error fixed-

O-QIS

Bug QDC-369

K2991 was recognised as an incorrect K field during the 

data format check in Q-DM and in the manual upload. -

Error fixed-

M-QIS Upload, 

QAE, qs-STAT
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Bug QDC-351

Access violations occurred during the change of 

characteristics via the parts/characteristics list. -Error 

fixed-

Bug QDC-319

In the 64-bit version, not all additional data was 

displayed from the second time data was loaded from 

the database. -Error fixed-

qs-STAT

Story QDC-1041

 	A new option for creating low resolution PDF files has 

been implemented. <File> | <Configurations> | 

<Printer> | <Printing settings> | <Open PDF 

configuration> | <Use screen resolution for PDF 

creation> 

M-QIS 

Reporting, qs-

STAT

Story QDC-397
The size and position of the selection dialogues for 

0061/0062/0063 were not saved. -Error fixed-
O-QIS
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